This paper argues that the colonially-motivated alienation of the African mind, which plays a major role in the moral crisis, corruption, war and anarchy on the African continent, makes the possibility of a true African identity uncertain. Writers often premise African identity on historical, cultural and psychological factors but these factors now appear to be weak constituents of this identity because of severe crisis facing the moral and communitarian foundations on which this identity rests. The present problem of the African state is dual-natured. First is that her rich moral heritage of dignity, discipline, diligence, faithfulness, honesty and sound integrity is being eroded. Second is that the spate of intolerance sweeping across some parts of Africa, resulting from unmitigated acceptance of alien western doctrines inappropriate for her culture, grossly infests her systems with a high level of intolerance and anarchy capable of making her social order like Hobbes' state of nature in which human life is "nasty, brutish and short." These situations, worst still, have horridly affected the meaningful and constructive development of the continent and rank her people among the poorest in the world, despite her rich natural and human resources. Using the critical and argumentative methods of empirical, conceptual and historical analysis, this paper explores the rich moral background of the Yorùbás, among other cultures, as case study, and urges a return to the moral ideals that once dominated and characterized African states.
Introduction
African identity has been premised on certain factors. These include historical, linguistic, cultural and psychological considerations. Though these factors hold important places in the description of the identity, they seem to be its weak constituents. What is called African identity seems to be somehow complex and obscure when given a thorough consideration. This is because a description of this identity is laced with ambiguity. This ambiguity emanates from the same factors upon which it is based. Historically, a lot of changes have happened as far as the linguistic, cultural and psychological leanings of African identity are concerned.
For instance, considerations that were given to African identity during the precolonial period are not the same as during colonial and post-colonial periods. Colonialism has greatly influenced this identity. As colonialism thrived, it eroded the important fibres of this identity. Though Africans survived colonialism, the ushering in of neo-colonialism by post-colonialism made African identity so complex to deal with. Currently, the crises of the African continent have to do with the moral and communitarian structure on which this identity rests. This introduces two complex problems: first, the erosion of our heritage of moral discipline, dignity, diligence, faithfulness, honesty and sound integrity; second, unbearable level of conflicts emanating from intolerance due to unguarded acceptance of alien western doctrines that constitute threats to human and material resources on the African continent. These are capable of making Africa like Hobbes' (Hobbes, 2002: p. 58 ) state of nature in which human life is "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short." As a result of these, a meaningful and constructive development of the continent is hampered and her people are rated among the poorest in the world. To address these issues and to urge a return to enviable moral ideals that once characterized African societies, this work explores the rich moral background of the Yorùbás as a case study, among other African societies.
It employs philosophical methods of empirical, conceptual and historical analysis to tackle the challenges raised concerning African identity.
The Question of African Identity
In simple terms, the concept "identity" points to an identifying mark of something or that which depicts the character or nature of a particular thing. In this sense, certain identifying features show the structure of a thing. This definition will be our limit in defining identity in this work. The question "What is African identity?" is a difficult one. It may entail three things. First, the nature of African identity. One may ask if African identity is monolithic in nature. That is, is there a possibility of a universally acceptable African identity? What are our references to when talking of African identity? Are there particular identities within a universal identity such that when we make reference to African identity these particular identities will count as sufficient references? How do we reconcile the universal versus particular tension in description of African identity? Second, internalism and externalism perspectives to African identity. That is, outsider versus insider distinction in defining African identity. How do Africans define T. R. E. Eegunlusi their identity and how do outsiders define it? Third, the definition of African identity as colonially-motivated changes in Africa's social relations. These changes determine and portray the current nature of the continent's identity.
We will address the three showing how they affect the definition of African identity.
The Nature of African Identity
For decades, attempts have been made by writers to know the authentic nature of African identity, with each writer considering this identity from the perspective of his field of study. However, the idea of what constitutes identity for the African is complex, sometimes vacuous, intractable and somehow ambiguous in nature. In attempts to define African identity, several methods have been adopted. These include the anthropological, philosophical, sociological, linguistic/hermeneutic, historical, scientific, humanistic, psychological, geographical, religious, and statistical interpretative methods of inquiry. We, hence focus more on the philosophical and anthropological methods, considering the variegated nature of their inquiry which may take care of some of the concerns of the other methods mentioned here.
Obviously, one of the most dominant approaches to examining African identity is the anthropological dimension. Diop (1991: pp. 209-228; 1987: pp. 212-235 ) is one of the figures known for this approach that construes African identity as having to do with people's origins, cultures and development. In discussing this, Africans' autochthony identity is given some consideration, which shows in some part of the analysis in the last paragraph above. An anthropological method engages a more comparative and historical dimension towards understanding what counts as a people's identity. What is attended to concerns African world-view, manner of life and the objects they interact with. An anthropological angle to addressing African identity is usually based on historical, cultural, linguistic and psychological factors (Diop, 1987: pp. 212-235) . None of these factors have given sufficient description of what African identity is. Considering these factors separately, historical consideration makes the African to be thought of as linked to a time in his past by his history (as-Sadias, 1990) . The idea of a common history is usually seen from the angle of certain historical trajectories. This is said to be making Africans to bond together anywhere. This may be a history of slavery, inter-tribal wars, common ancestry, and so on. By this, Africans are construed as prosecuting common ideals and goals and fostering brotherhood relations. This idea of a common history is also seen as influencing that of a common language. Though African languages are not uniform, Africans accept as part of their own one who descends from Africa and shares languages of the continent. Cultural factor is considered in this identity. This talks of things that are cultural elements and traits such as cultural artifacts, modes of greetings, trades, and so on. Taken together, all these evince psychological feelings in the African and give him a feeling of belonging. However, considering their points of convergence and divergence, what binds African communities and African settler communities in other nations outside Africa together seems to have a lot to do with their common history.
In dealing with the various claims based on the anthropological approach and other considerations from other disciplines, the philosophical method usually examines what the claims of the different fields are. Certain essential areas dominate philosophical discourses on the question of African identity. We will mention four core ones here: epistemological, moral, metaphysical and logical approaches. Epistemologically, African identity is assessed from the view of knowledge claims. Things such as oral texts, folk tales, chants, and so on, are included in this, since they are the sources of the African's knowledge claims. In later years, scholars such as Sodipo (1997: pp. 40-80), and Horton (1967: pp. 164-166) attempted more rigorous analysis of the African knowledge claims. Metaphysically, African identity concerns the issues surrounding what Africans consider as reality. In the past, Africans are said not to be making real distinctions between physical and non-physical realities/worlds. By this, Africans are seen as never depersonalizing entities. What writers as Mbiti (1970: pp. 5-10) and Idowu (1962: pp. 18-148) consider as the distinguishing features of this metaphysical identity is the believe in the interaction of man with a non-human world. This includes interaction with deities, primordial divinities, ancestral spirits, and so on. These metaphysical realities have been adjudged to have affected an African's morality and shape his social conducts, as seen in Hallen's (2000) work and Kresse's (2003: pp. 312-315) review of this work. Moral claims were usually to the extent of the approval from the gods or the divinities. Sometimes when there are human agents involved in entrenching moral codes, they are regarded as divinities. For instance, the Yorùbá Oba was thought of as the deputy of the gods whose authority must never be questioned. Things are forbidden because the gods forbid them and violations of taboos attract sanctions from the gods/divinities. As such, metaphysics served as the underpinning of Africans' morality or moral claims. Logically, the pre-colonial African was not so concerned about logical reasoning or following logical rules but have preference for coherence of thoughts. In more recent times, there are debates in this area involving researchers such as Verran (2001: pp. 1-277) . Verran recognized the difference between the logical perspectives in Africa and the western world. Examining logic in Yorùbá thought, she argued that western logic generalizes based on systematic analysis while Yorùbá logic deviates from this approach. It follows abstract thinking rather than the cultural events. Also, Kazeem (2010: pp. 1-14) has argued for certain logical elements discoverable in Yorùbá proverbs.
The way African identity has been discussed is as if it is a monolithic thing. This is the sense in which this work questions whether there is a universal African identity. What could be called a universal identity is difficult. In a loose sense, a universal African identity is possible but in a strict sense nothing unifies Africa to be called African identity. The factors often cited as common to African identity are just as common to other cultures as Africa. For instance, factors as marriage and belief in gods are as common to Africa as much as other races.
T. R. E. Eegunlusi
In this strict sense, only particular identities exist. There are many identities in America as much as there are in Africa or Great Britain because of the different peoples resident in those cultures, results of colonialism, post-colonial migration, internal conflicts, peace resolutions, and several other factors. All these create diversity in the different areas. These point to the fact that only a consideration of a porous identity can be reasonable in our thinking about African identity. These examples shed light on this position. In the North of Nigeria there are traditional shan rumanche and Sharo marriage methods that are different from the marriage methods of the Yorùbás. Under the Sharo system, practiced by the Northern nomadic Fulanis, young men used to test their manhood by enduring beatings before the entire community while the girls they wished to betroth were present. During the beatings, the young men would endure severe beatings in the presence of the ladies. For a boy to betray his manhood indicated a sign of weakness and shame before a girl and the entire community. In the shan rumanche system, there were exchanges of gifts between the two young persons interested in each other. The man giving the first gift while the girl reciprocated.
Among the Yorùbás, the marriage method is different. Different literatures, including that of Chilota (2011: p. 51) shed light on the procedures involved in Yorùbá marriage. In the pre-colonial days and in the very early days of post-colonialism, many young people seeking marriage partners did so involving an intermediary called alarina. This may be a friend or a respected person close to the maid or her family who initiated the process of discussion between the couple or the bride's family. He is the one who relayed the suitor's intention to the family.
In some cases, they may be a group of persons in cases of very important personalities. Where this intermediary succeeded, his work terminated and he became passive since his intention was not to control the couple but to initiate a conversation between the two and encourage their resolve to marry. Marriages were with the consent of the parents. On some occasions, parents from either side might veto their child's decision to marry the person he/she brought to them for various reasons such as incompetence, history of diseases in a lineage, unacceptable behaviour traits, and so on. Marriages were conducted with the idana process which is a traditional engagement in which both families were present and the groom's family brought different gifts and the bride price. The orientation behind this practice is to show that the lady had some dignity and that the family coming to ask her hand in marriage was competent enough to care for her. The people believe that the best gift a man can give is to give his daughter in marriage to another person. As such, their method of coming prostrate was to beg the bride's family to release their precious daughter to be married to the groom. In modern times, while still maintaining its structures, with the inclusion of certain aspects of westernisation in what constitutes it, this method of marriage has somehow fairly changed with post-colonialism in some communities (Atolagbe, 2012: pp. 158-161) . As such, there are now instances of young men proposing marriages to ladies and marrying without their parents' consent.
While some of the parents see this as an aberration some view it as part of the changing trends of modernism and seem content.
As the Yorùbá marriage method is different from the shan rumanche and the sharo, the practice in South-Eastern Nigeria was different. Among the Igbos, there is traditional male to female marriage. Under this, a man marries a woman and bears children through her. This is the most common type of marriage in the world. In certain cases, there were female husbands, in which case a woman married a woman for different purposes such as raising children for a deceased husband, protecting her lineage, and so on (Nwoko, 2012: pp. 69-79) . The woman, thus, assumed the status of a man and performed the physical and spiritual duties and rites just like a man (Gaudio, 1998: pp. 116-117) . In formalising the man to woman type of marriage, there are certain things that are put into consideration (Obi, 2013) . These follow the three aspects of Igbo traditional man to woman marriage. The first part is the inquiring. At this stage, to marry, the suitor method is also used even though young men could propose to girls. If the girl is from a village different from that of the suitor, the elders of his family go to dialogue with the girl's family. Also, the young man willing to marry must show some sign of competence, which include his having money to foot the marriage bills and the resources to cater for his wife. Equally, the background of the two young persons would be checked for both families to be sure they are in safe hands and conditions. Marriage can be terminated at the level of inquiry if either or both families are dissatisfied with this inquiry's outcome. After settling the issue of a marriage partner, the families begin the process that actually leads to marriage. This brings us to the second stage: the introduction.
At the level of introduction, the man intending to marry a girl formally declares his intention by bringing wine to his bride-to-be's family in the company of his parents, siblings and friends. This is a way of telling other suitors to beware of coming near the girl. At the event, the girl's family and neighbours are present to witness the event and drink the wine. After the introduction, the girl can go to the groom's family to stay temporarily without having sexual contacts with her husband-to-be. The family will understudy her while she also understudies them to determine whether she would actually marry into the family (Olisah, 1963: pp. 16-17) . At the end of her brief stay, if there is no complaint on both sides, the marital procedures could continue to the third stage which divides to two parts: the bride price and the Igba nkwu nyi (wine carrying). The two can be merged or done separately. At the stage of the bride price, the marriage is lawfully sealed (Ogbeide, 2011: pp. 103-110 ). The significance of this level is that the groom has formally informed the entire kindred or community that the girl is no longer free. In the future, if the girl decides not to marry the man again, he must compulsorily return the bride price with other items the tradition prescribes (Refugee Documentation Centre of Ireland, 2011) . If the man is the one who decides to divorce his wife, he forfeits the bride price. In case the lady who becomes disinterested in the marriage decides to marry without returning the bride price, the children she bears for her new husband will be deemed to be belong-
ing to the former husband until she repays the bride price. The wine carrying is done by the girl in the midst of the members of the kindred or, possibly, the entire community to identify her husband. All these are the processes culminating in the formal contracting of the marriage. The procedure is still largely followed.
In actual fact, any consideration of a monolithic identity seems to eliminate the possibilities of particular identities within Africa. As it is, there are many tri- Republic because of the conquests and establishment of the Oyo Empire. All the peoples along these regions share certain identities. In the pre-colonial era, the identities of the peoples of these regions were altered by trade and assimilating certain foreign ideas and traits that were not initially part of their cultures. For instance, the Yorùbás borrowed certain Hausa dresses because of intertribal interactions. Originally, these clothes originated from Arab influences on these North Africa peoples. Giving these different historical influences and differences in claims of identity, it becomes difficult to make sense of a universal or monolithic African identity in the sense in which writers describe African?
At this point, African identity is difficult since there is multiplicity of identity. 
Internalism versus Externalism Conflict in African Identity
Part of what makes the thought of an objective African identity difficult is the internalist versus externalist conflict in perceiving Africans. Table 1 , as used by Harth (2009) in her "Representations of Africa in the Western News Media: Reinforcing Myths and Stereotypes," is a good portrayal of how Africa has been viewed externally since the pre-colonial era. 
Myth of Lack of Progress
This myth promotes the idea that Africans are isolated from global processes and not-modern or-advanced, instead they are considered a-backward people.
Myth of the Timeless Present
This myth promotes the idea that Africa is a timeless place where everything has always been a certain way (i.e. timeless). Therefore, Africans are less evolved than others, specifically Europeans and Americans.
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Myth of the Primitive/Exotic
The uses of the words primitive or exotic encompass a value judgment. Their use means that there is something better (less primitive, more modern/advanced, smarter).
These are reference points generally used to demonstrate how one culture is better than another (because I use a stove to boil water instead of an open fire does not make me a better or smarter person). This is a problem of the language of description. Similar problems occur with use of the words-tribe and-tribal.
Myth of Tradition/Ceremony/Ritual
This myth promotes the idea that African History is static rather than dynamic.
African traditions are viewed as always existing in an unchanging way.
Myth of African Continuity
Africa is often viewed as one country or one similar place. However, over 800 different languages, wide cultural differences, economic disparities and other differences dispute this myth.
Myth of the Lack of History
This myth states that Africa is a place without history and arises from colonization efforts to justify racist policies that focused on constructing the idea that white people brought history to Africans; it plays into the ideas that Africa is timeless and static.
7 Geography Myths These vary but include the idea that Africa is mostly jungle or desert or that there are no-modern‖ cities and that wild animals are-everywhere.
Population Myths
These vary but include the contradictions that Africa is either over-populated (because Africans cannot restrain themselves from having children) or it is under-populated because the people are poor and dying of hunger and AIDS.
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Poverty Myths Many of these are specific to poverty in Africa, for example, the belief that all Africans are poor. I remember that anytime there is a demanding task to perform, men will be assembled and one, giving a supposedly rousing command to motivate the men to a collective action will say in a loud voice: "eees sobey". "Eee sobey" is a corrupt form of "apes obey"! The colonial masters will yell at a group of blacks that have been assembled to carry out a task: "Apes obey"! So, "apes obey" is one of the several legacies of the colonial masters' ways of seeing the Africans and of dealing with them. They are as mammal as apes and gorillas, no more no less.
Showing the complexity and damaging effects of this kind of situation on the African mind, Ojoniyi (2015: pp. 631-632) said, Unfortunately, as a result of this form of perception and narration, a subtle and an unconscious damage has taken place in the collective psyche of the people that from primary schools to secondary schools, teachers and instructors motivating us to carry out any challenging or daunting task are fond of yelling out as the "new educated masters", "apes obey". Those of us who try to "rebel" against being called "apes" by the new masters are met with cane and other forms of corporal punishments. The new masters dress and at-tempt to copy all the "noble" actions of their mentors including religion.
The actions of our teachers, a carry-over of the colonial masters' superiority complex, can only complete the process of the progressive damages to the understanding and the perception of the black self of the students. The black self is also further damaged by the fact that the students are not allowed to communicate in their mother-tongue. The mother-tongue in the understanding of the new masters is a colloquial speech and, by implication, it is inferior, ignoble and totally unacceptable by any civilised mind! In front of every class during my primary and secondary school days till date one will always find it boldly written: "Vernacular Speaking in this Class is Prohibited!"
Apart from the above instances, our songs are dominated by colonial instincts and shape the way we view African identity. From simple to complex things, themes of colonial colouration reverberate across our lifestyles, the way we see
African personalities, and so on. We have been unable to free ourselves from this domination. For instance, considering this nursery rhyme for African school children as they marched to their classes from their morning assemblies in the early post-colonial days, we get the picture painted by the whites of our colonial mental alienation which began before our independence: velop. This some do through legal but most often arranged marriages that give them permits to stay in these countries. Even among intellectuals, who follow legal means, the brain drain is high. This questions whether our pursuit of knowledge has actually affected our perspectives to fashioning out an identity for the continent. It seems that the colonizers colonization of our mentality has made us disadvantaged despite our learning. Many others who stay back in Africa see their lack of opportunity to travel and escape the shores of Africa as serious disadvantage and resolve to pursue their self-interests without giving serious thought to public interests and developmental necessities. At the same time, many are passive while only a handful is willing to do anything. But, sad to say, these few are "lone rangers" and unwanted voices in the midst of the multitude.
This makes the case pathetic. Obviously, all the above considerations contribute to our assessing or seeking an understanding of what African identity is. In some cases, the issues raised obscure or make this identity more ambiguous such that rather than get a good description of the identity we get farther from its reality.
Change and the Crisis of Identity
The change brought about by colonialism plays a great role in the difficulty of the description of African identity. In the pre-colonial era, it was not so difficult
to pin down what may count as African identity (Cokley, 2005: pp. 517-526) . It is now increasingly doubtful of what to make of African identity. To say the least is to affirm that colonialism has whittled down the strength of this identity.
Modern African societies can no longer boast of the sound moral virtues they pride in. It was easy for the traditional Africans to allude to the fear of the deities as a reason why certain moral standards must not be violated. In modern Africa, there seems to be no fear of any deity. As such, lawlessness prevails. This shows that the metaphysical elements on which African morality rests is shaky and disbelieved by many who perpetrate the lawless acts (Hallen, 2004: pp. 296-303; Taiwo, 2004 : pp. 304-312: Gbadegesin, 2004 . While many sincere others may consider objectionable the metaphysical realities on which African morality is built and encourage a development of morality for its humanism, the failure of the moral system of the continent should not have been allowed. Given the failure of the African moral system based on metaphysical justification, an epistemic justification of African moral claims may also be facing the same problems. As at now, Africans seem to be basing their lifestyles on an epistemic justification of morality that is alien to the African continent. This on its own introduces some incoherence in our moral thought system and defeats the purpose of morality on the continent. This points to the fact that the identity traditional Africans pride in is no longer what it used to be. This absence of a sense of autochthony identity on the continent seems to be the bedrock of our identity crisis as a people. At this point, to avoid the possibilities of unending analyses on what the nature of African identity is, we hence adopt a loose approach to African identity and treat it as that which incorporates it particularistic sense without necessarily taking note of the complex issues raised above.
Colonialism, Neo-Colonialism and the Alienation of the African Mind
Colonially, the African is alienated. This alienation has several dimensions such as political, moral, economical, and so on. The systems of government, the moral behaviour we now imbibe, the economic policies we follow, and so on, are motivated and dominated by the west. The root of these is our mental alienation by colonial policies. This mental alienation was imposed on us through western education. Through this, Africans' colonizers imposed their cultural systems, values and ideals on the Africans. This was done through imposing their languages on the continent. Obviously, this is the most dominant approach to impose alien values on a people. Our colonizers introduced their languages and cultures. In some part of Africa, the French colonizers attempted making us to follow their cultures of assimilation. By this, what was introduced was not just the language but their manners of life which include their modes of dressing, eating, and so on. This was total colonization. As at now, our thoughts are dominated by what their linguistic terminologies direct. We do things through their languages and communicate our ideas through them. This became our main medium of expressing our ideas. As such, languages as French, Portuguese and English dominate our daily affairs. This indicates that, epistemologically, Africans are alienated by colonialism. Initially, colonialism imposed these languages on us and we are forced to assimilate western cultures. However, by the time colonialism ended, the damage was done. We seem to be forever alienated, with our values mortgaged and our economy damaged. In this light, post-colonialism gave rise to neo-colonialism. The mental alienation in the neo-colonial era is worst. The colonial structures gave strength to neo-colonialism. Let us shed more light on these comments in the following paragraphs.
There are issues that strengthen colonial activities in Africa. According to Devlin & Grafton (1998: p. 2), one is a relentless drive to explore more Africa lands so as to gain from the continent's resources. Another factor which interweaves with this is the partition of Africa by the colonial powers in the 1800s.
This made Africa to be conceived as a geographical entity only good for furthering European colonial interests and promoting European imperialist economy.
At the same time, Africans were seen as mere tools for achieving European colonial interests. As much as they took most part of Africa captive, they also used their peoples as emissaries and tools in their armies to fight the regions they wished to conquer through different ploys. Kingdoms conquered through such means included the Ashanti kingdom in modern day Ghana, the Oyo Empire in South-Western Nigeria, Sokoto Calipahte, Benin Kingdom and the kingdom of Jaja of Opobo in modern day South-Eastern Nigeria (Rotimi & Ogen, 2008: pp. 48-56) . These kingdoms' rulers were, most of the time, sacked and their artifacts and resources looted. Thus, priceless African resources and artifacts found their ways to Europe and were used to develop the place while Africans were deceived into believing that European cultures and governance policies were best. Though many Africans did not agree with these postulations, they could do little to change things because of the supreme military strength of the colonial powers at that time. Thus, as shown by Fanon (1986: pp. 17-27) (Mamdani, 2000: pp. 43-45) .
Taking Nigeria as a case study, the problems created by indirect rule system remain a negative colonial structure and an undeserved legacy the nation has been unable to free herself from since decades of independence. Olukoshi and Liisa (1996: p. 40 ) are right to have observed that "decomposition and recomposition" hinder any meaningful post-colonial integration. As at the time the British colonial powers in Nigeria under Lugard's leadership convinced the leaders of the nation's North to adopt colonial rule in the early twentieth century they were finding difficult the governance of the entire nation by a direct rule system.
Prior to their arrival were strong forms of indigenous governments among the people that later formed Nigeria. In the Southwest, there were well-established monarchical structures similar to the British monarchical system that made direct rule easy. Besides, the Southwest had been involved in the trans-Atlantic slave trade and had long interaction with the colonial powers. This formed part of why their resistance of the whites did not last and they submitted to direct
rule. Following what Isichei (1978: pp. 71-75) described as democratic, the South-Eastern system was acephalous in nature and was weakened by forceful imposition of direct rule. Initially, particularly, it was uneasy for the whites to rule the Igbos because of a lack of an established central traditional structure.
The people were governed more by a loose but strong system in which the family heads serve as village leaders. The age grades and the priests were also active. All Generally, in most part of Africa, the colonial policies left the most volatile structures with the negative impacts. Unfortunately, our people now use this structure to plunge the continent into further crises. One of the most prevalent aspects of these crises is moral crisis which has caused us untold hardship, poverty and emotional trauma. For instance, institutional or endemic corruption is part of operations in African nations. This moral crisis leaves room for people to suffer on the continent as people who are custodians of national treasuries divert public funds for personal interests or mismanage funds. Apart from this, moral crisis has plunged us into political and economic crisis. In recent times, the adoption of western media by the Middle Eastern and oriental nations contributes to these crises. In most part of Africa, broadcast of revolutionary activities from the Middle East and Asia have promoted alien ideas that introduce regimes of violence to African nations (Heydemann, 2013: pp. 59-72) . Springing up are ethnic militias groups such as the Boko Haram and Ansaru which are imitators of similar violent groups in other areas of the world. As at now, these groups constitute themselves to terrorist groups that engage African nations in internal war and profess incendiary militant ideas that lure youths who believe in their activities. Unfortunately, their activities result in more deaths and kidnappings of innocent persons. One problem we have in Africa, which is why we are neck deep in moral, political, psychological and economical crises is our wholesale imbibing of western ideas which are not good for our continent's development (Ibeanu, 1997: p. 3 ). Long after the colonial powers ruled us, we are yet to possess the mind to rule ourselves. We are still mentally colonized and act as if under colonial rule. However, if we do not embark on mental de-alienation, we risk generational identity crises.
Mental De-Alienation
To achieve mental delineation, possible alternatives are open to us. First, to completely reject all foreign ideas. This will be difficult and cause more crises than imagined. We have debated that colonial domination gave rise to escalated moral deficiencies in Africa, although we do not deny that moral problems are part of the existence of every society, since humans are naturally fallible. There were delinquent, moral and corrupt Africans before European colonialism but the societies had mechanisms for dealing with the problems such that they were able to promote moral sanctity in the communities. Though in modern parlance, some of the approaches may be considered primitive and barbaric. In some African societies of the past, people who stole were subject to varying types of punishments. Some were ostracized or banished while heavy fines were imposed on others. For instance, those who slept with other people's wives or husbands were paraded naked. On most occasions, the punishments were enforced to cause such people to be ashamed and deter others from engaging in such immoral acts. In some cases where they could not locate a perpetrator they invoked There are aspects that are useful for our growth and development.
The second option we have is to consider an integration of western and African ideas. (Obviously, if we have argued that western cultures have certain good aspects, it would be unreasonable to conclude that a merger of Africa and western ideas is unreasonable.) For decades, post-colonial African leaders adopted this option, but to the detriment of African ideas necessary for the continent's growth. In cases where they succeeded in merging these ideals, as deducible from Biney's (2008: pp. 129-131) observation of Nkrumah, personal moral failures water down the strength of the messages they were trying to pass across to other Africans and cause the people to be further alienated as they turn to other alien ideas for consolation. In as much as we allow foreign ideas, we must always look inwards to develop. One obvious reason for the moral decline in Africa is the abandonment of the African ideals necessary for African growth. An increasing concentration on African ideals will help us in the process of mental de-alienation. Because of mental de-alienation, we are only colonially independent in principle but not in reality. Mental de-alienation will help us to assert our true independence and growth. As at now, in the comity of nations, Africa is a laughing stock. We are ridiculed and disdained because of our moral decadence that emanated from a negative colonial mindset.
In confronting the moral challenges of the African continent, the remaining part of this work concentrates on applying certain Yorùbá moral values to reflect on the importance of an African's applying of African moral ideals to African growth and development. We will focus on four main areas that need to be af- person wishes to leave behind that will immortalize him and the way we preserve the continent for future generations. We will treat the first separately and the others together. Mental de-alienation is the complete reorientation of the African to think of things that can make for his personal growth and that of his continent. According to Nkrumah (1970: pp. 78-79) man has a central role to play in Africa's freedom. This requires two aims:
First, the restitution of the egalitarianism of human society, and, second, the logistic mobilization of all our resources towards the attainment of that restitution. The philosophy that must stand behind this social revolution is that which I have once referred to as philosophical consciencism; consciencism is the map in intellectual terms of the disposition of forces which will enable African society to digest the Western and the Islamic and the EuroChristian elements in Africa, and develop them in such a way that they fit into the African personality. The African personality is itself defined by the cluster of humanist principles which underlie the traditional African society. Philosophical consciencism is that philosophical standpoint which, taking its start from the present content of the African conscience, indicates the way in which progress is forged out of the conflict in that conscience. Ohun t'abá fara sisé fún ní tó lówó eni What we labor hard to get lasts with us Apá lará ìgúnpá n'iyèkan Our arms are our family members and our shoulders are our kinsmen The last one above was not concluded (there are about sixteen lines left).
However, apart from their central theme, which admonishes a person's careful development of his character, the above lines have other themes that point to the central theme. These sub-themes include the vanity of trusting in beauty and wealth, the folly of frivolities and dependence on other's properties, the dignity of labor, the wisdom of making choices to own private properties, the significance of getting wealth by honorable means and the stupidity of making fun of hardwork. In modern Africa, those who hold responsibilities are those we know to be corrupt and place little value on the development of sound virtues. This is why the continent is in moral conflict. Unfortunately, on many occasions, those who loot national treasuries are the ones that are now celebrated. What misses here is individuals' recognition of their importance in community development.
In relation to the community, the Yorùbás have proverbs and sayings that focus on community development. For instance, the expression "Ìmàdò ìbá se bí elédèè a b'àlú jé" (Had the warthog behaved like the domestic pig it would have spoilt a whole town) is usually directed at a rebuke of someone who misbehaves whose lifestyle may negatively affect everyone in the community. Another is "Ení gb'èèbù ìkà omo rè ni yóò wu je" (whoever plants an evil seedling leaves it for his children to eat). This proverb invokes a sense of retribution that is used to caution those who sow evil seeds in the community or in relation to others. This proverb is significant in that it points out that human actions have consequences, which may take any form. In the past, those who wished to perpetrate wrong acts in whatever form were able to behave well when they reflect on the above and other similar expressions which constitute the light through which individuals in Africa assess the importance of their actions.
Another proverb is "Àgbà tó so àgbàdo módi ló so ara rè di aláwàdà adìye" (he elder who tied a corncob around his waist makes himself a laughing stock for chickens). This proverb depicts the importance of proper conduct within the society so as not to become ridiculed. We need to de-alienate ourselves mentally by giving attention to the epistemic constituents and elements of African proverbs, axioms, folklores, and so on, aimed at moral rectitude and how to and apply them to gain moral relevance. In the past, attentions to these orientated us towards living the good life. In the modern period, we care less about the moral lessons of the African culture and crises result. We need to look inwards and develop the orientation that can help us to exhibit proper moral conduct so as not to become ridiculed in the comity of nations. The present incessant brigandage on the continent and the prevalent corrupt systems ridicule us in the mind of many nations. We need to embark on mental de-alienation. A Yorùbá saying affirms: "Teni ni teni, t'àkísà ni t'ààtàn" (What is yours is yours, rags belong to the dunghill). Africans need to re-identify with the African continent and prioritize it as their own. Nothing stops us from jettisoning the wrong things we picked as results of colonialism and neo-colonial tendencies. This is when we can leave good legacies for our children and have a continent that is not embroiled in crisis of identity.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this work argued that the identity of modern Africa is confusing because of her moral deficiencies and prevalent state of corruption that are colonially motivated. We have not argued that African identity is not knowable but that it seems confusing and difficult to understand given certain factors concerning the conflict of universality versus particularity in this identity and the moral confusion in the post-colonial era that makes the identity have a negative outlook. However, as a way of overcoming the moral crises that create a negative image for the continent, the work urges a return to certain Africa traditional moral ideals, which may still be found in proverbs, sayings, folklores, and so on, that can help in regulating people's conducts and give the continent a positive image and make her people to be regarded as trustworthy.
